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Get post-match updates and analysis by Harsha Bhogle- just ask “Alexa, what happened in yesterday's match”?”
Explore cricket trivia, live scores, player stats, game schedule and more with Alexa

Armed with all the knowledge on the upcoming cricket season, Alexa is ready with the latest updates on teams, players, match schedules and trivia.
By using simple voice commands, customers will be able to track live cricket match scores, game schedules, follow their favorite teams and cricketers
and more with Alexa.

This year, Alexa will get post-match updates from renowned cricket commentator Harsha Bhogle for all 62 matches, powered by Audible Suno. These
reports are a concise 5-minute audio clip providing match highlights and detailed analysis. Reports of previous day matches would also be available
on Alexa every morning at 7am IST. Just ask, "Alexa, what happened in the match yesterday?” or “ Give me Harsha’s match update ” to get instant
updates.

Customers can get all their cricket updates such as auctions, schedule announcements, new records, date changes, injury updates, stadium changes,
and more by just saying “Alexa, what’s the cricket score? ” or “ Alexa, what teams are playing tomorrow?” . To get a head start on the matches and test
your predictive skills, you can just say “Alexa, open match predictor” and answer questions like who will win the match or who will be the man of the
match. The right answers will be revealed on the next day. If you need help in predicting, Alexa has you covered on that as well. Just follow up with
questions like "Alexa, what is the batting average of Virat Kohli?”, “Alexa, How many sixes has Chris Gayle scored?”, “Alexa, what's the required run
rate for Rajasthan” or “Alexa, what is the standing of Chennai ”.

You can also bring the feel of the stadium home this season and celebrate a win or a boundary while watching the match. Just say, “Alexa, Open
Cricket Cheer” or "Alexa, cheer for Dhoni".  You can also partake in polls and play a quiz to test your knowledge this cricketing season by simply
saying “Alexa, open daily cricket trivia””. If you are competitive and a true fan of cricket, you can play cricket trivia daily and compete with others like
you. Alexa can also help recommend players to include in your fantasy cricket teams by saying “Alexa, who should I pick for fantasy cricket team”. You
can also take Alexa’s help to predict match winners. Just say  “Alexa, who will win the match today?" or ask for her favorites by saying “Alexa, which is
your favorite T20 team?”

Here are a few ways in which you can interact with Alexa for cricket updates, #JustAsk Alexa:

Get live match updates:

"Alexa, what's happening in the match?"
“Alexa, what's the cricket score?"
“Alexa, who is batting?"
“Alexa, what’s the run rate?”
“Alexa, who won the toss?"

Get post-match updates by Harsha Bhogle:

“Alexa, what happened in yesterday's match”
“Alexa, what's the match report”
“Alexa, give me Harsha's match report

Team specific utterances:

“Alexa, who scored most runs for Chennai Super Kings yesterday?”
“Alexa, what is Rajasthan’s ranking?”
“Alexa, what's the current run rate of Bangalore?"
“Alexa, who won the last cricket match?”
"Alexa, what teams are playing tomorrow?"

Player specific utterances:

“Alexa, what is the batting average of Virat Kohli?”
“Alexa, how many sixes has Chris Gayle scored?”
“Alexa, who was man of the match yesterday?”
“Alexa, what is Rohit Sharma’s score?”

Trivia and Games on cricket you can try:



“Alexa, who will win the match today?"
“Alexa, open daily cricket trivia”
“Alexa, who should I pick for fantasy cricket team?”
“Alexa, open match predictor”

Celebrate with Alexa:

"Alexa, Open Cricket Cheer"
"Alexa, cheer for Dhoni"
"Alexa, cheer for Bangalore"

More fun things to ask Alexa:

“Alexa, give me snack recipe”
“Alexa, give me the recipe for Onion Rings”
“Alexa, which is your favourite T20 team?”
“Alexa, which is your favourite cricket player?”

So #JustAsk Alexa and make this a fun and entertaining cricket season!


